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Transport is Europe’s biggest climate problem, representing 27% of the bloc’s greenhouse gas emissions. Learn more about what Transport & Environment is doing to clean it up.


	Cars
Switching from polluting engines to emissions-free electric vehicles is crucial to decarbonising cars, which are responsible for 13% of all greenhouse gas emissions in Europe.

Cars
	Road freight
Emissions from trucks and vans are growing fast. But clean, battery electric trucks and vans are ready today.

Road freight
	Planes
Aviation is the most climate-intensive form of transport. Green fuels, new technology and demand reduction can put us on a path to cleaner flying.

Planes
	Ships
Shipping is responsible for over a tenth of transport emissions and is a major source of air pollution. Thanks to decades of inaction, its environmental impact is growing. But switching to green fuels and greater efficiency would bring a cleaner future.

Ships
	Energy
Europe’s transport is heavily dependent on oil - around 90% of transport’s energy comes from oil.

Energy
	Sustainable finance
The timely decarbonisation of our economy will not be possible without a significant flow of private investments into sustainable economic activities. 

Sustainable finance
	Air quality
Air quality remains a  major environmental problem. Europe needs well-enforced air pollution legislation for cars, vans, buses and trucks.

Air quality
	Cities
Transforming the way we move around is urgently needed if we want to tackle the air pollution that is killing us and halt the climate crisis.

Cities
	Rail
Rail is one of the greenest modes of transport so having a higher share of passenger and freight journeys performed by train is fundamental for decarbonising the transport sector.

Rail
	Climate tools
Climate tools are the collection of measures and agreements that can be applied across transport sectors to support actors to achieve rapid and deep decarbonisation.

Climate tools
	





	Latest	Latest
Discover T&E's leading insights on the world of clean transport


	News
	Publications
	Press release
	Opinion
	


	About us	About us
Europe’s leading clean transport campaign group


	National offices
Transport & Environment’s main secretariat is based in Brussels and we also work with national offices in France, Germany, Italy, Poland, Spain and the UK.

National offices
	Staff and Board
Find more information about our staff and board members.

Staff and Board
	Members
Our members promote clean transport across Europe

Members
	Funders
Transport & Environment gratefully acknowledges support

Funders
	Supporters
T&E has 8 national and international support organisations

Supporters
	Vacancies
There is a role for everyone in our fight for clean transport

Vacancies
	Annual Reports
Every year T&E gives an overview of the key developments in clean transport and the role we played in shaping the debate

Annual Reports
	





	Get Involved	Get Involved
Join us in the fight for a zero-emission mobility system that is affordable and has minimal impacts on our health, climate and environment


	Stay in touch
Receive T&E's latest news directly in your inbox

Stay in touch
	Campaign with us
Let’s shape the future of European transport and environmental policy together

Campaign with us
	Events
Join T&E and global thought leaders to discuss current challenges and build the clean mobility of tomorrow

Events
	Donate
Help support the transition to zero emissions transport systems. Together we can decarbonise European transport by 2050.

Donate
	






	Stay informed
	Donate
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Keep yourself informed and updated with the latest Transport and Environment news straight to your inbox.
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